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The Application of the
Social Sciences to History
Charles Morazé
The grandeur and the decadence of cities, fecundity, the poisons of
prosperity and its vicissitudes, the ways in which wisdom or vanity
can transfigure anguish – these considerations are to be found in
Herodotus. And if every age has not inspired its witnesses or historiant to an equal degree, no historical work of value has ever been
written in which the author has not had to deal with societies,
economies, and psychologies. The antecedents of our social
sciences can be found in these encounters between philosophy and
history, the latter serving as the laboratory of the former. The
problem, which today daims our attention, of the relationship
between history and the social sciences is in fact as ancient as the
right of each to exist independently of the other.
If the specialization of each discipline is held to be a condition
of its development, then the physical sciences, now separated also
from philosophy, from whose dialectic they had first borrowed
their concepts, have remained interdependent thanks to their
common recourse to mathematics. The scope of the former is
determined by that of the latter. Following the example of their
elders, the young sciences of man have tried to establish themselves
in the universe of quantitative relationships; in their turn they
require, and always to an ever greater degree, electronic calculators
which moreover owe them nothing, having been conceived by the
union of mathematics and physics and born of them alone.
The tested efficiency of certain of the applications of economic
calculus, and the quality of certain sociological or historical works,
prove in the same way that a branch of mathematics which is quite
foreign to the social sciences can be used to perfection by their
auxiliary branches. On the other hand, they in no way vouch for
the theoretical unity of the knowledge of man. Present-day mathe207
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maties, born of the need to overcome discontinuities and to give a

general applicability to regularities of structure, are unsuited for
expressing and formulating the active functions at the heart of a
living body where everything cornes about through a process of
rupture and dissymmetry. Even Boole's algebra, although born outside physics, yet still confined within its formulas, is not relevant
by itself. The flexibility of mathematics leads one to suppose that
it will naturally adapt to our needs. But at the present stage of
scientific development, and taking into account the divergences
which cripple our sciences, new axiomatics will no doubt be conceived and exploited according to the demands first of ail of the
biological and social sciences.
It is possible that this process of development will be imposed
upon us by the very nature of the various branches of science and
this would explain the relative isolation of the historian as soon as
his efforts lead him away from the unbroken flow of movements of
shorter or longer duration, or towards global operations of statistical significance. h is however the unique which constitutes the
specific aim of historical study.
When we lament the fact that history is still divided from the
social sciences, we are no doubt talking of what is its primary content and of which the systematics, or methodology, certainly very
poor, are seen at the basic level in the art of checking dates. But as
soon as it emerges from this exclusive retreat, history calls upon
many other kinds of disciplines, on the philologies, and it goes
beyond the literai interpretation of a document. Karl Marx,
following Adam Smith, placed historiography at the cross-roads of
economics and sociology. Whether they agree or disagree with the
ideology which provoked them, Weber, Mannheim, Sombart are
economists or sociologists as well as historians. It would not be
difficult to find bibliographical proof of a great number of works
inspired outside Germany by the examples which were in evidence
inside it, and, to an even greater degree, of works following these
same models yet independently constructed. Lucien Febvre, in
France, recognized in Durkheim his master. What is called the
Annales movement, from the title of the revue which he founded
with Marc Bloch and which Fernand Braudel continues to run,
immediately added to his sociological and anthropological preoccupations the vast domain of economic and technological history,
remarkable examples of which the English had been investigating
208
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for a long time. But perhaps it is true to say that if many historians,
over and above the heavy task of seeking out and collecting documents, are as interested in the work and output of other disciplines
as much as in the results of their own, one meets less often with the
reverse. Perhaps the extraordinary fiowering of methods which
borrow from the assumptions of behaviourism may account for the
absence of reciprocity. Suitable for directing investigations using
computers, behaviourism borrows little from the historical mind.
Rather its popularity would be comparable to the haste with which
our social sciences have become so many types of physics.
Lucien Febvre used to complain that somewhere on the way we
had lost a science: psychology. A remark particularly true of
France, which had Janet but not Freud, Pieron but not Pavlov, and
where teaching and research facilities can, in this field, in no way
measure up to the long and fertile tradition which Britain and the
United States enjoy. In making known this weakness, however,
Lucien Febvre was not unaware of the presence at his side of Henri
Wallon, nor of that, very close, of Jean Piaget. So much so that his
remark could have a more general application and could mean that
it is extremely difficult to establish a relationship between the
psychologist and the historian. To agree would mean to acknov;ledge the fact that the historian has in actual fact constantly to act
the part of a psychologist, and does so instinctively and, so to speak,
as an amateur. His behaviour, in this field, is nearer that of the poet
or novelist than that of a clinical or laboratory experimenter. It is
perhaps on this point that the methods of behaviourism could find
their justification. If they are of small relevance to history, they are
more fitted to psychology. Thus they make for the construction of
a bridge between social economics which can be used by the historians, and psychology.
We shah admit that since social history, economic history,
measurable and quantitative history, are already widely practised
and are steadily expanding, the problem of the convergence of all
our disciplines is, in the main, that of effective correlations between
history and psychology.
Framed in this way, the question immediately gives rise to another :
by the very scope of his subject the historian, having to report on
all kinds of phenomena, is ready to draw on the discoveries of all

the other disciplines. History is syncretic by nature, with the result
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that its unity is rather that of its component parts or of the

mater with which it is concerned than of one imposed by an
exclusive method; and it cannot be the first to be reproached for
the fact that no unique scientific body of doctrines on man has been
achieved. Although ready to testify that it has in fact been achieved,
its attitude of waiting and the powerlessness of its goodwill bear
witness to the contrary. This brings us to the problem of discovering whether psychology has reached that level of maturity
where all trends converge in a coherent whole whose methodology
can be used outside its own specialized field.
In the first instance let us refer to the remarkable attempts to
apply psychoanalysis to history. However brilliant their resuits are,
they never completely dispel the methodological doubt to which
from the outset they give rise. Psychoanalysis is above all a practice.
Conceived in order to cure neurosis, its legitimacy rests on the
efficacy of treatments in which success requires a long preliminary
apprenticeship, and for which, until the present Lime, no pharmacopoeia can be substituted. And moreover, success here depends
first of all on the patient himself. The psychoanalyst does not prescribe drugs which the patient then takes in passively; rather it is
the doctor himself who is the passive partner in the undertaking.
FIe is no more than the guide of an operation in which the invalid,
by elucidating his own symptoms, himself cures his own mental
disorder. This condition could not be more different from that of
the historian, whose vast clientèle is out of reach.
It is true that cases can arise in which a dead person, has, during
his lifetime, outlined, more or less of his own accord, the stages in
his own treatment. If Dr Jean Delay could write about André Gide,
it is because he had recourse to his prolific works, to an enormous
(yet still incomplete) correspondence, and to the reminiscences
personally conveyed or written down of acquaintances. In such
cases the subject does in a kind of way participate in the treatment.
A rare case, which implies on the part of the hero an obscure wish
to be analysed. To apply this method, as has already been done to
Martin Luther or to Karl Marx, is not so much to elucidate
individual cases as to work at discovering what was lacking in the
psychoanalysis in order to transform it into a common method
which historians could then apply without having previously
undergone the long training of the psychoanalyst.
This general method is not at all beyond reach, but it implies a
210
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profound revision of the postulates of psychoanalysis, the deontology of which has been sketched above. Indeed, Freud himself
attempted this revision; unfortunately he is not very convincing
when he restores Moses to life or when he analyses the conduct of a
certain statesman, his contemporary but not his client. Rather one
could say that he informs us more about himself than about the
historical subject with whom he is concerned. Yet still more,
psychoanalysis, thanks to its clinical successes, aims at defining a
mental structure and modalities of behaviour. From this angle,
every written, painted, sculptured, or constructed work can be
interpreted in the light of this new knowledge. However, in this
way the work yields no more than itself. Of its author it reveals only
what he himself has made explicit. No doubt this means of expression is not completely spontaneous and contains many elements
which the artist did not believe he had revealed. But given the
immense importance which Freud attributes to what is being
hidden by the person being analysed, it would be rash to think that
it is possible in this way to penetrate deep inside the mental
chemistry of any particular creation. At the most one may believe
that something is thus learnt about creativity in general.
Thus the success of a work, just as much as its existence, that is
to say the attraction which it exercises and the feelings which it
inspires, must be considered. The problem becomes one of the
legitimacy of analysing a milieu, a period, when the analysis starts
from the memories it leaves behind and which are retained. The
success of the method thus depends on the knowledge which one
can acquire of the differences in the conditions which separate the
object being analysed from the investigator who is analysing it.
Psychoanalysis thus gives rise to a new and different discipline,
whose first task is to collect and classify constant archetypes and
variable symbol systems. Psychosociology is naturally involved in
this, as is also experimental psychology, so that the processes can
be elucidated by which the imagination transfigures cultural patterns and also their translation into visible representations which
are devoted to what Freud called the latent content. A bibliographical study could induce one to believe that this new methodology
is indeed well on the way to being formed, thanks to experiments,
still scattered and groping, which advance by successive approximations. The stage has almost been reached at which simple
formulations will corne into common use.
211
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One difficulty stili has to be overcome when the material being

studied is made up not only of written evidence or of the plastic
data of the arts, but also of collections of events suitabiy restricted
in scope. This transition will not be too difficult : a collection of
records constitutes a representation; it is concerned with conceptions, that is to say with realities the analysis of which is relevant,
conceptions of the actors and of the participants as of all those who
can remember them.
Now, inasmuch as conception implies image, it obeys the conditions of representation in space. These are not such that they can
of themselves ensure the reality which is being represented; necessary yet not sufficient, they can only substantiate the system which
is being represented by leaving open the possibility that it could be
invalidated by concrete experiencc. Thus a continuai dialectic is
established between the activities of deduction and inductive
examination, a dialectic dealing with objects but concerned as much
with the imaginary as with the real. This common part, forming
the stable element in the structures of representation, is made up
not so much of things actually existing as of principles which demand their transformation. In its turn, the term transformation
will apply to the more or less lasting substance as it is revealed by
the long, medium, or short cycles which go to make up history.
In using the word structure we are not impiying that it has a simple
and self-evident definition. Perhaps it is only right once again to
draw attention to the importance of a movement, and one moreover involving contradictory tendencies, which demonstrates that
important innovations are becoming apparent in the sociology of
art, literature, and also of music, as well as in that of economics and
action. Special mention must be made in this connection of linguistics, which seems to have played an important role at the outset
of the methodological innovations dealt with here. With regard to
phonologies, W. H. Walsh has spoken of 'the preference on the part
of contemporary historians to situate the explanation of historical
events at a deeper level than that of the thoughts and acts of the
individuals to which traditional history was confined'. Lucien
Febvre was not absent from these first discussions (and after 1954
the work of Georges Dumézil had to be considered too) which
asserted the right of history `to be concerned with both the structures and the elements of these structures at the same time'. To
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deny this right would have meant, according to the moving spirit
of the Annales, `to deny the admission to history of Marc Bloch and
Lucien Febvre', that is to say of its two founders.
The immense contribution made by the work of Georges
Dumézil, at least in the eyes of a Frenchman, is to have introduced
into the perception and study of 'hot' societies the methods whose
aptness Claude Lévi-Strauss had demonstrated in his analysis of
the societies which he himself defined as `cold', and which were
commonly called 'primitive'. Georges Dumézil not only rejuvenated
ancient history by using the comparative method; he has also
shown the way to a reinterpretation of myths. In working on them,
one discovers how historical texts in many cases bear a second
meaning with regard to what they appear to relate, and this leads
to the substitution of collective representations for the ostensible
actors, bringing them doser to the presentation of what the
psychologists for their part teach us about the way in which iived
experience reaches its conclusion in the construction of operative
schemas. When Claude Lévi-Strauss, for his part, in analysing the
structures of family relationships, then those of the mythologies,
reveals to us the active existence of groups of transformation, he is
working at building the same bridge between the particularity of
events ordered in our usual chronological fashion and the generic
history of intelligence in the process of formation as studied by the
psychologists.
This is an essential point. The psychologists have aiready done
sufficient work so that it can be hoped that a first contact can soon
be established between mathematics and the sciences of man, not
at the level of using statistics (that contact had been made long
before Quetelet drew such great profit from it), but rather at the
level of axiomatics. It is no longer impossible to envisage that the
relationship between mathematics and history will in future be not
that of creditor to debtor, but of mutual exchanges, which will give
to history the status of one of the scientific disciplines. That goal
will have been reached only when the sciences of man accept logic
and its natural extension, scientific epistemology, into their company. This acceptance is actually in the process of accomplishment,
as is shown by an ever increasing number of works. The new
element in their originality does not consist in showing how the
concepts and operations of science find their place in societies

according to their consequences — a banal method more than a
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century old – but in investigating the role of societies in inspiring

concepts and operations indispensable to the progress of science.
Before drawing the conclusions of this methodological revolution,
it is necessary to emphasize the validity of these new methods for
historical work as a whole. It would be as wrong to think that new
suggestions could serve only for the study of primitive or very
ancient societies as it would be to apply to a very distant past certain quantitative methods which require documentation of a very
modem kind.
An example will make this aspect of the question clearer. Recent
works devoted to the Russian Revolution and to the reactions which
it set in motion will serve our purpose. The Bolsheviks hoped that
the German proletariat would assist them in their revolution.
Given their view of the German situation, they were waiting for a
reciprocity which did not occur. On the contrary, President Ebert
was about to assemble a majority in order to establish a democracy
to which Hindenburg would soon unite even some monarchist
elements. Ever since thon, the development of Soviet policy has
had to be shaped by assumptions not foreseen by the original
Bolshevism. Stalin was the incarnation of this new trend, which
could not be accepted by his former companions. Now, the historical movements outlined here correspond to one of the possible
reactions of an abstract schema with which the logicians are very
well acquainted and in which is recorded, starting with an accepted
proposition, its converse or the contrary of this latter. In the
operative group thus set up, a simple calculation will show under
what conditions the initial proposition can be replaced by its
negation. A Gloser study will reveal under what conditions the
result of this calculation can lead to the substitution of the original
structure by a new structure. Now linguists and psychologists have
recognized the importance of this same operative group in the
mechanisms of the intelligence and the coherence of personalities.
So much so that the powerlessness of the early Bolsheviks, their
silence, their confusion, and even their astonishing <confessions',
bear witness, given the situation, to a logic or, if we may be permitted this neologism, to a psychologie which can be as rigorously
formalized as any mathematician could wish.
The example given is only one of a vast number offered to us by
history. The stages of any revolution, the political systems which
214
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give rise to wars or which result from them, are of the same type.
In the order of cultural evolution, as in the case of the mythologies
so carefully `sifted' by Claude Lévi-Strauss, one discovers equally
necessary requirements. Let us note, in this connection, that it
cannot have been by chance that Christianity chose as its divine
symbol the instrument of torture which Rome reserved for her
slaves. A historical logic is active below this rnethod of systemization which is suitable for the conditions of representation, and thus
for those of literary or artistic expression, as well as for those in
which events are made manifest.
The word logic used in this way is not synonym.ous with rational.
It evokes the conditions imposed on the understanding, thanks to
which the past is no longer unknown to us; for does h render vain
the dialectic of ail dialogue between individuals, groups, and cultures. It in no way reduces the real to a mathematical calculation.
On the contrary, it emphasizes in the evolution of scientific systems, of their hypotheses and formalization, those moments when
an irrationaiity is transformed into an algorithm. These are the
moments when essential events occur, capable of qualifying
chronology, of establishing apparent degrees of importance, of
setting up fundamental landmarks among the immense accumulation of dates which a simple reference to the calendar established
in connection with sidereal revolutions would not reveal.
It is not possible to give a resumé here of the modalities and the
consequences of this annexing of a new 'essential' chronology to
our usual chronology: I shall add, to return to the problem set by
the evolution of the Soviet Union, that h was not by chance that
Arthur Koestler, alter having devoted a famous novel to Stalinism,
undertook a cycle of works relating to the history of the sciences
and to the circumstances of their inventions, the fast of which, The
Ghost in the Machine, is dedicated in actual fact to the modalities
of the cerebral functions.
But h is easy to draw a conclusion from this collection of
thoughts : a more intimate collaboration between history and the
social sciences is dependent on a better co-ordination between
these latter, and on the inclusion of linguistics, epistemology, logic
and psychophysiology among them. These latter are the linchpin
of the whole. It is significant to record that investigators of different
origins are working unknown to each other but impelled by the

sanie inspiration towards this general and necessary confrontation.
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